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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results.
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?


	Candidate information
	Secondary contact information: (If you prefer that CBA direct scheduling inquiries to someone other than the candidate, check here __.)
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	Blank Page

	Text1: I am a community organizer and have been a public health advocate and community defender in government for the past fifteen years. My lived realities as a Black Queer man of Caribbean descent facing racial and social traumas like youth homeless while using hope to chart a future where we all survive and thrive. Starting his professional path as a campaign staffer for Stacey Abrams’ 2006 run for the Georgia House of Representatives, Devin has worked tirelessly to transform and empower Black and Brown communities and other marginalized groups to address barriers to good health, justice, and collective safety. As an advocate in government and an organizer in our communities, Devin has made history for the health and well-being of all of our people! To those that know Devin, they know that it is WE before ME in his words, actions, and beliefs. A key creator of Reimagine Atlanta, Devin devotes his time, energy, and resources to ensuring that the community, all of the community, survives and thrives! There are 5 organizations and individuals who are actively supporting the candidacy who we value highly. 1. State representative Park Cannon represents communities in the core of the city of Atlanta from the West End all the way to Midtown. Her leadership in that area is indicative of having a vast and diverse constituency that supports her. Additionally, she has been a key partner in some of my legislative accomplishments including creating the first-ever budget line for HIV treatment and prevention services in the city of Atlanta. Our work together in creating a pilot PREP drug assistance program for low-income folks in areas of high rates of HIV speaks to our successes together. Representative Park Cannon is a collaborator with me in efforts to strengthen voting rights, as displayed by the unlawful arrest that occurred when we stood up for civil rights. Representative Cannon’s recent legislative accomplishments towards increasing and strengthening voting rights against state apparatus provide her an ability to mobilize and galvanize youth, black women, and those who support voting rights. 2. State Rep. Renitta Shannon and I have also worked quite closely together. This has included engaging in high-level meetings with Dekalb Officials about HIV treatment and programming and holding law enforcement accountable in the aftermath of cases of brutality and misconduct. 3. Representative David Dryer and I worked together to encourage men to construct introspective advocacy in order to remove the sexism that harms women, specifically women’s health. Our efforts to advocate for issues relating to women’s health, especially in the aftermath of the Heartbeat bill.4.Councilmember Khalid’s support is key to our race also. Having the support of the councilmember is important as Atlanta and South Fulton share borders and similar economic interests that benefit the residents of the two cities. The more opportunities there are between our two cities, the more our residents will receive economic and social benefits that will increase the quality of life in our communities. 5. I'm proud to have the support of the Working Families Party as they are an important organization that centers the realities of working-class people in our political process. Their legislative success in New York City in providing benefits to working families shows the importance of their strategic contributions. This is important to the business community of Atlanta because A healthy working class is a healthy workforce. In addition to that, they have an infrastructure that provides multiple opportunities to increase voter contact, positive IDs, and community engagement. 
	Text4: We will improve the core city functions regarding public safety and public infrastructure to restore public trust and improve the quality of life. Public safety services from the city that meet the needs of Atlanta residents. This will include the creation of a 24/7 mental health response unit, resources to expand PAD to a 24/7 availability, and increase the pay and the number of 911 operators with an emphasis on hiring translators/poly-linguists. There is no greater way to restore public confidence in our city than by providing our residents with the assurance that Atlanta has the appropriate public safety offerings, staffing, and financial resources to keep them safe. Businesses thrive in communities that are safe and have a range of public safety options. People feel more confident spending their dollars in areas that are safe for a diverse group of people. Atlanta residents don’t have the confidence they can drive home without harm to their vehicle from the roads we currently have. Atlanta residents have not seen the mass investment necessary to improve and maintain our roads and bridges. In addition, the lack of affordable housing is another missing piece of our public infrastructure when essential personnel such as grocery store workers, restaurant workers, frontline medical workers cannot find housing in the city they work in, we increase traffic and force important frontline workers to live on the outskirts of the city. Businesses thrive when their employees can get to work easily. we find another area where the lack of infrastructure inspires no confidence. We can reverse this feeling amongst Atlanta residents by prioritizing the repaving of streets, repair of bridges, and the creation of more alternative types of transportation like bike lanes and light rail around the beltline. With money from the federal government infrastructure package and the TSPLOSH, we can say that when Atlanta residents can feel confident to drive on their roads comfortably, they will feel confident in their city government. 
	Text5: I am disappointed that a small group of business and civic leaders have taken an opportunity to sow division and exclusionary practices when we should be standing united to improve the city for all of its residents. To date, very few city leaders have gone directly to Buckhead residents to explain the ramifications of this action to all the residents of Buckhead. Make no mistake, Buckhead leaving the city of Atlanta would defund the city. Despite Buckhead’s socio-economic status as a wealthy quadrant of the city, it would not thrive with an impoverished population to its south. The impact of Buckhead’s secession on the rest of the city would drive higher rates of income inequality, poverty, and crime for both cities. Crime does not know the obscure borders of the potential city of Buckhead and Atlanta. First, I would commission a study by the city of Atlanta that I believe would confirm my suspicions about how this action of secession would impact both Buckhead and Atlanta communities. I would take the result of those studies and set up a series of events with other members of council and city planning and administration experts to give Buckhead residents why secession would be bad for all of our communities. Lastly, I would actively work with members of the Atlanta delegation in the Georgia Assembly to establish a protected defense against Buckhead cityhood legislation. 
	Text6: Corporations and private developers should pay their fair share of taxes and impact fees. Developers should only receive tax incentives or abatements in exchange for economic benefits that directly positively impact working-class people and communities in need of private partnership to build wealth. Low to middle-income residents over the age of 65 should have a reduced property tax break. Both business and residents should see their tax dollars at work. One of the main sources of funding streams should be higher impact fees on corporate developers. We should be taking advantage of Atlanta’s hot real estate market and ensuring that impact fees are aligned with the impact these proposed developments will have on Atlanta.
	Text7: Enforcement of the current rules and by-laws is crucial. I would direct advocacy efforts to increase the frequency of audits. My role is to ensure that residents have an awareness of the budget, how it’s being spent, and the justifications for each item. My office would work with community organizations to uphold standards of clear and honest communication with residents of the district on the management of the city resources. 
	Text8: One avenue that we can approach public safety would be the creation of a youth jobs program that provides youth an opportunity of making $15 per hour from communities This program is based on the premise that idle minds lead to idle thoughts and actions which unfortunately has amplified crime in our city. Public safety services from the city that meet the needs of Atlanta residents. This will include the creation of a 24/7 mental health response unit, resources to expand PAD to a 24/7 availability, and increase the pay and the number of 911 operators with an emphasis on hiring translators/poly-linguists. There is no greater way to restore public confidence in our city than by providing our residents with the assurance that Atlanta has the appropriate public safety offerings, staffing, and financial resources to keep them safe.
	Text9: First, we need to decriminalize the municipal code. This would divert officers from focusing their time on minor and non-violent infractions that PAD is more equipped to deal with. This would shift resources to programs and initiatives that have been key in creating collective public safety in Atlanta. We need to fund a 24/7 pre-arrest initiative.Public safety services from the city that meet the needs of Atlanta residents. This will include the creation of a 24/7 mental health response unit, resources to expand PAD to a 24/7 availability, and increase the pay and the number of 911 operators with an emphasis on hiring translators/poly-linguists. There is no greater way to restore public confidence in our city than by providing our residents with the assurance that Atlanta has the appropriate public safety offerings, staffing, and financial resources to keep them safe.
	Text10: The city of Atlanta should be creating economic development opportunities for residents and businesses that generate tax revenue for the city, opportunities for people to work, and provide goods and services that benefit the residents of the city. Atlanta should also view economic development as to dismantle the effects of economic policies grounded in systemic racism such as redlining that has caused some of our people to be left behind. In economic development, Atlanta should only be leveraging tax incentives that will result in a true return on investment for all Atlanta taxpayers. The city chief redevelopment tool, Invest Atlanta, should be working to serve as the equalizer in our city. I believe the north star for Invest Atlanta should be focused on changing Atlanta’s distinction as the number one in income inequality. As Invest Atlanta is working to attract new businesses to the city, it should also invest similar resources in preparing residents and local small minority businesses to prepare in taking advantage of the economic opportunities coming to the city. This means Invest Atlanta should be leveraging federal investments in workforce development and infrastructure partnerships with Atlanta Public Schools, Universities, and technical schools in order to ensure we have an exemplary workforce. 
	Text11: An expansion of workforce development funds through a workforce bond referendum is a tool and strategy that my office would advance. More council directives to Invest Atlanta to prioritize innovative approaches to address the racial wealth gap such as the incubation and development of critical and innovative directions such as Minority Cannabis Co-OP, grocery stores, and other businesses that can fill the gap of resources available to impoverished communities.  The city chief redevelopment tool, Invest Atlanta, should be working to serve as the equalizer in our city. I believe the north star for Invest Atlanta should be focused on changing Atlanta’s distinction as the number one in income inequality. As Invest Atlanta is working to attract new businesses to the city, it should also invest similar resources in preparing residents and local small minority businesses to prepare in taking advantage of the economic opportunities coming to the city. This means Invest Atlanta should be leveraging federal investments in workforce development and infrastructure partnerships with Atlanta Public Schools, Universities, and technical schools in order to ensure we have an exemplary workforce. 
	Text13: The same economic challenges that exist during the pandemic are the same and many challenges that existed prior. This crisis amplified the results of a lack of investment in low-income communities. I would increase funding for covid-19 education campaigns within the city of Atlanta to ensure that the information residents need to make informed decisions around their health are available everywhere. This is critical to lower rates of Covid-19. Looking towards the future we need to ensure that kids learning who are impacted need to have adequate resources to catch up to prepare for the workforce they will enter or become entrepreneurs. I would make sure that we fund extended hours at Atlanta recreational centers to accommodate for paid tutors available in recreation centers and virtually to help kids in Atlanta catch up in their road to academic success. 
	Text14: We must first offer property tax breaks to landlords who agree to keep the rent at an affordable rate. According to the Atlanta Federal Reserve, our city was in a housing crisis before the global pandemic. Housing costs were already pushing crisis mode for Atlantans. The protection of low and middle-income tenants and homeowners is a top priority for me as the next council member from district 9. First I will establish an office of the Tenant advocate that will be staffed with a housing specialist to help tenants expunge old evictions and prevent new evictions through brokering arbitrations and payment arraignment and protecting tenants from bad landlords by serving as an entity to help protect housing violations to tenants within our city. This office will also administer a grant fund I will create with legislation through the council attached to our yearly budget that will provide grant funds to landlords to renovate their properties in exchange for an agreement to not increase prices on low and middle-income tenants for 3-4 years. I will first identify available funding sources and introduce a city-funded housing voucher to help reduce the 15000 waiting list for affordable housing. I will work to reduce the waiting list by partnering with groups such as the Atlanta housing justice league to organize low and middle-income tenants in Atlanta to group our collective efforts in Washington DC to increase the federal housing vouchers that Atlanta receives. I will also propose an evaluation of all city-owned lands that can be repurposed for affordable housing needs and develop incentives for non-profit developers to build affordable housing options throughout Atlanta. I will work with colleagues on the council to identify neighborhoods that wish to be rezoned to establish cottage-style homes on existing single-family lots and along with zoning that legally allows for basement apartments within previously stated homes. 
	Text15: According to the Atlanta Federal Reserve, our city was in a housing crisis before the global pandemic. Housing costs were already pushing crisis mode for Atlantans. The protection of low and middle-income tenants and homeowners is a top priority for me as the next council member from district 9. First I will establish an office of the Tenant advocate that will be staffed with a housing specialist to help tenants expunge old evictions and prevent new evictions through brokering arbitrations and payment arraignment and protecting tenants from bad landlords by serving as an entity to help protect housing violations to tenants within our city. This office will also administer a grant fund I will create with legislation through the council attached to our yearly budget that will provide grant funds to landlords to renovate their properties in exchange for an agreement to not increase prices on low and middle-income tenants for 3-4 years. I will first identify available funding sources and introduce a city-funded housing voucher to help reduce the 15000 waiting list for affordable housing. I will work to reduce the waiting list by partnering with groups such as the Atlanta housing justice league to organize low and middle-income tenants in Atlanta to group our collective efforts in Washington DC to increase the federal housing vouchers that Atlanta receives. I will also propose an evaluation of all city-owned lands that can be repurposed for affordable housing needs and develop incentives for non-profit developers to build affordable housing options throughout Atlanta. I will work with colleagues on the council to identify neighborhoods that wish to be rezoned to establish cottage-style homes on existing single-family lots and along with zoning that legally allows for basement apartments within previously stated homes. 
	Text16: Some of the ways to improve the more MARTA program is to include tracking the MARTA program through their neighborhood, from consumption to finish. People can use their address to see the progress of the implementation process on government websites. We should be prioritizing appointments to the MARTA board that first have experience of using MARTA as their premier form of transportation but additional backgrounds in urban planning, transportation, finance, non-profit, and community organizing should also be strong candidates for the board. At least 1 of the Atlanta representatives on the MARTA board should be from working-class or low-income communities. Retired MARTA employees should also gain strong consideration for city appointments to the MARTA board. 
	Text17: Our strategy will rely on funds from the federal package and champion the importance of the reauthorization of the TSPLOSH. Through the mixture of those funds, we should be able to make a significant dent in our infrastructure backlog. As stated before, this backlog presents us with job opportunities for communities directly impacted by income inequality and the backlog itself. I would immediately work with council members to create partnerships with local Atlanta technical college Georgia Tech and the Atlanta public school system to create a pipeline of public works and construction personnel that can be trained through this partnership to do work on projects in their community. The money from both the infrastructure package and the TSPLOSH will not only accommodate new construction projects but will be able to ensure that we pay workers a livable wage that is keeping up with the pace of the rising cost of living. Finally, I would look to increase minority contractor participation in the aforementioned infrastructure projects to levels that reflect the need to increase wealth in Black and marginalized communities. I will work with partners at Invest Atlanta to help incubate new and local black and marginalized-owned construction and public works firms that can partner with established city contractors to learn and expedite our public works projects and infrastructure backlog. 
	Text18: Sustainability is of critical importance to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality. It is an amazing aspect of the city that Atlanta has a reservoir in council district 9 that continues to be a shining example of an environmental and sustainability project that Atlanta will benefit from for generations to come and is an example of the type of projects that we can build on. The preservation and repurposing of our current environmental assets and the repurposing of industrial sites like the Bellwood Quarry that now serves as the West Side reservoir should be models for how the city council moves forward. An example where we can build on this protection is the site of the old prison farm now in consideration for the new proposed Atlanta Police Department and Fire Rescue training facility. While ensuring that public safety personnel have adequate training facilities should be a priority, it should not be an expense of key elements of our ecosystem. The proposed facility would destroy 250 acres of forest land and there have been documented reports of the effects of the runoff from the weapons testing from local creeks and waterways. These environmental harms would affect communities already neglected and without appropriate funding. Atlanta is known as the city within a forest and we cannot afford to lose any more of our iconic canopy skyline. 
	Text2: PovertyWe want to acknowledge Atlanta is #1 in income inequality and inequity. Black and white families have continued to live under the legacy that creates a gulf of a wage gap. This city will not grow economically if we do not ensure that all communities black and white are fully benefiting from the wealth of our city. This continued economic and racial divide well into 2021 is not grounded in the vision of Atlanta’s beloved Maynard Jackson. This is not reflective of a “City that is too busy to hate”, This economic and racial divide is a matter of life and death. In my community of Bankhead, the average life expectancy, from my neighbors and I, is 66 ½ in comparison to Buckhead whose residents soar into the higher 90s. Poverty has consequences that we can no longer allow. Public Safety One of the consequences of poverty is the lack of collective safety, the safety in our communities. Poverty has pushed communities in district 9 and across Atlanta to the brink where young people and their families are struggling to get by on wages that are not livable in a city where the cost of living has skyrocketed. Coupled with the once in a generation global health pandemic, the ease of accessibility to acquire guns, and unresolved issues of systemic racism, specifically; the criminal justice system, it creates an unsafe society. We can recognize in the wake of the global pandemic multiple crisis that has been exacerbated during this time. There is no need to guess why crime is on the rise when the youth are unable to find ways of survival through city led initiatives. Fueling this challenge to a collective public safety is a police budget that has continued to rise along with a rise in crime. Proven interventions like Atlanta pre-arrest initiative and inadequately funded mental health services. If Atlanta is going to be safe, we must reimagine safety. We must go beyond policing to provide for our collective safety that eliminates poverty and changes the conditions of Atlanta neighborhoods that have been intentionally neglected and discarded within the larger society. Public infrastructureAs of 2017, Atlanta contained a $350 million backlog of infrastructure projects. Up until this point, no significant progress has been made towards reducing that number. Despite the poor conditions of our roads, heavy traffic conditions, and the lack of other vital pieces of infrastructure such as affordable housing. We have an opportunity over the next few years to address Atlanta’s public infrastructure needs due to the likely renewal of the TSPLOSH  and the possibility of receiving federal funding from the Democrats’ infrastructure package. This money will also provide the opportunity to build wealth in communities that are in need through job placements and job opportunities connected to these projects, contracts with local businesses to provide support in these infrastructure needs, and improvement in quality of life across Atlanta with the construction of workforce affordable housing shelters for the unhoused and free wifi throughout the city. The campaign’s central theme is working to end poverty by investing in public infrastructure to ensure our collective public safety. 
	Text 3: Leadership styleCollaborative, innovative, and justice-minded.  Strategy I lean on community organizing as a core strategy to move forward important pieces of public policy and projects that benefit the community. An example of this can be found in my work as a lead organizer with the Close The Jail ATL Campaign. In my role, I was responsible for building the alliance to close the Atlanta Detention Center which eventually grew to include 50 organizations, businesses, and civic groups such as ACLU Georgia and The Greater Urban League of Atlanta who all aligned on the need to close and repurpose the Atlanta Detention Center. After galvanizing the support of these organizations, we collaborated with these organizations to build a successful advocacy strategy that pushed the city council to pass legislation that started the process of closing the Atlanta detention center to transform it into a center of Equity, Wellness, and Freedom. The task force which I served on was made up of business, government, faith, nonprofit, and entertainment leaders who were able to influence the city council to reduce the corrections budget by 15 million and divert 1.5 million to the Atlanta pre-arrest diversion initiative. This diversion of funds from the corrections budget allowed PAD to expand across the city via the 311 system. 


